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the 3d testware provides the following free sdk for the 3d printer acr122u: acr122u
sdk free - official, support and maintained by 3d testware acr122u sdk free with 3d

testware account - on top of the free sdk, you can download the 3d testware account
and start an active account for free the free sdk allows you to create and test your
own custom firmware, from a simple hello world example to a complex industrial
application. 3d testware also provides a set of useful tools to debug the firmware,
test and manage the device. the 3d testware sdk is a stand-alone package, which

allows you to test your custom firmware on the 3d printer without having to
download and install the 3d testware software. the 3d testware sdk will install the 3d
testware software on your computer, from where you can upload the firmware you
want to test. alternatively, you can also use the 3d testware registration page to
create an account on 3d testware. then you can directly download the software

package using the free account you created on 3d testware. the acr122u sdk is a
software development kit designed for the integration of the acr122u network

camera into the software development process. the sdk provides a programmatic
control for the communication with the camera and allows the user to receive the

data from the camera in various formats. in order to use the acr122u sdk, you must
first compile the library that contains the code for the api and ui. in order to compile
the library, you can use the "make" command in linux, or "cl" in windows. if you are

compiling for linux, you can download the library from github.
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ACR122U also includes a compact wireless
development kit to help you create applications for

any wireless communication device. You can use the
development kit for experimentation and to test

application feasibility. Read more on the web site.
The ACR122U NFC Reader is a PC-linked contactless

smart card reader/writer developed based on the
13.56 MHz Contactless (RFID) Technology. Compliant

with the ISO/IEC18092 standard for Near Field
Communication (NFC), it supports not only Mifare

and ISO 14443 A and B cards but also all four types
of NFC tags. The ACR122U with V2 firmware and an
internal buzzer as well as a bi-color (red/green) LED
which can be programmed to respond when a card

or tag is in field or being read/written. It is fully
PC/SC and CCID compliant, resulting in easy plug-

and-play installation on Windows PCs, while support
for Mac OS X and Linux is also provided. Containing
the PN532 controller chip from NXP, the ACR122 is

also supported by various open source libraries such
as libnfc ( org page ). PPC Capability You may notice

that the application had to handle COM specific
issues and errors, for example, it made file

operations using the [Path] class. ACS works with
classic COM objects for data exchange, i.e. it takes a
file object to launch the read, write, etc procedures.

Let's see the code of how to work with PPC that
operates with a PPT document using the ACTION

method, that extracts the action filter function from
the PPT document the user has just clicked: private

void button1_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) {
string action = "READ"; if
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(acr122u.ReadTextFile(@"C:\PT\1.pdf", action)) {
MessageBox.Show("File was read! It is: " + action +

" Action item name: " +
acr122u.GetActionItemName(action)); } else

MessageBox.Show("Cannot read file!"); }
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